FOOTBALL WEST MEDIA ACCREDITATION 2017
Terms and Conditions
The completed, signed and dated accreditation application form and these terms (including any incorporated
terms), form a legally binding contract (Agreement) between the person named on the Form (you) and
Football West. By applying for accreditation, which is valid for all National Premier Leagues WA and State
League matches under the direct control of Football West until 31/12/2017, you agree to the terms of this
Agreement.
1.

You warrant that the information provided by you on the Form is current, true and correct.

2.

Football West reserves the right to not accept any Form in its absolute discretion. Football West’s
decision is final and unsuccessful applicants cannot resubmit an application for accreditation.

Terms of Use
1.

If your application is accepted, the Accreditation is issued to you and is non-transferable.

2.

The Accreditation is and remains the property of Football West and Football West may suspend or
cancel an Accreditation at any time.

3.

If you are a photographer, Accreditation is granted for the sole purpose of enabling you to provide
photographs or images only to the Publication, or in the case of news agencies to bona fide
publications that subscribe to your service. Unless given permission by Football West, you are not
permitted to sell or licence any rights in photographs or images to any third party. If you take a
photograph, you must use that photograph or image only for editorial, private or non-advertising
purposes and not for any commercial purpose whatsoever.

4.

Only media with Photography accreditation are allowed access to the Field of Play during a match
event. Photographers must only stand behind either goal line and at least 5 meters from the dead ball
line.

5.

The recording or broadcast of a match is prohibited without the express written consent of Football
West.

Replacement, suspension or cancellation
1.

Lost or stolen Accreditation must be immediately reported to Football West in writing. Football West
may, in its absolute discretion, issue duplicate Accreditation.

Conditions of Entry
1.

You agree to comply with Football West’s rules and regulations and also with each individual venue’s
conditions of entry.

Liability
1.

You agree:
(a) not to bring any claim or proceeding against Football West for any damage, loss, injury or
liability you may suffer in accessing the Venue or carrying out your duties; and
(b) to safeguard your equipment or property (including personal property such as bags and
money) and acknowledge that Football West is not responsible for any lost, stolen or
damaged property.

2.

Football West:
(a) is not liable to you for any loss or damage you suffer as a result of the Match being cancelled,
postponed or changed
(b) disclaims the existence of any common law duty of care to you and any holder of the ticket;
and
(c) will not replace your ticket if it is lost, stolen, forgotten, damaged, forged or unreadable
(unless you can demonstrate proof of purchase and identity acceptable to Football West).

General
1.

Football West may choose not to enforce a term of this Agreement in some cases in its absolute
discretion without affecting its right to enforce that term in other cases.

2.

The dates, times, participating teams and the Venue of the Match may change without notice to you.

